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affecting technology commercialisation.

composite products for various biomedical applications. Based in
the U.S., the company has worldwide exclusive licensing rights to

In addition, NUS has recently established the Research to Market

patents related to novel fibre-reinforced polymer composite

(R2M) platform, where institutions and companies can come

fabrication process. The process has allowed BioMers to develop

together to explore commercialisation opportunities, including

the world’s first translucent arch wires and retainer wires for the

those in the fields of biomedical sciences.

orthodontic and general dentistry treatment market.

In this manner, ILO targets researchers, academia, industry

The company is targeting the market in the US, which sees over a

professionals, investors and entrepreneurs, to focus on technology

million people a year adopting aesthetic orthodontic solutions.

transfer. This is with the objective of creating a better world for

While orthodontics is the immediate application area, the company

everyone.

is looking at dentistry and orthopedics as application targets for
this innovative technology in the future.

Collaborating to develop new life-saving cancer
treatments
With translational medicine being the next focus of Singapore’s

About NUS Industry Liaison Office

Biomedical Sciences Initiative, NUS is supporting the development

Engaging industry

of the sector by working closely with biomedical sciences industry

Through its Industry Liaison Office (ILO), NUS Enterprise

to bring new effective treatments to market.

facilitates the University’s drive for industry engagement and
partnerships.

to create a better World

ILO

promotes

transfer

and

industry

In September 2008, Bayer Schering Pharma established a $3.5

technology

million translational cancer research collaboration with NUS, to

University's intellectual assets and expertise.

collaboration,

commercialisation

of

the

develop new cancer treatments. This collaboration enables the
pharmaceutical giant to tap into the university’s clinical expertise in

It manages and protects the University's intellectual property

Universities are sources of innovation for the technology industry.

and if they are interested, they can submit a business plan to ILO

cancer and its research resources to hasten the drug development

and promotes collaboration between NUS and industry, by

In Singapore, the universities have been a major collaborator with

to start the negotiation process. Although companies often seek

process. The research collaboration will focus on three new drugs

helping to facilitate the translation of new discoveries and

industry for several decades. However, it was only in the early

exclusive licences, ILO/NUS grants such exclusive licensing

that work on inhibiting tyrosine kinases and ways to use them to

inventions by NUS researchers into useful products and

1990s that the National University of Singapore (NUS) set up

judiciously and only when companies are able to be specific on the

enhance cancer treatment.

services.

dedicated resources to actively handle the entire range of research

field of use and geographical application of the technology.

collaboration, IP management and technology transfer.

conducts licensing negotiations to ensure that the university’s IP

Developed locally, marketed globally

This is done by licensing these technologies to existing

It
companies and / or new startups. At the same time, ILO

are licensed to companies that are most capable of exploiting the
Today, NUS engages the industry through its technology transfer

technologies.

office, the Industry Liaison Office (ILO). This is a division under

BioDtech Inc is a US-based company that signed an exclusive

facilitates the University's collaboration with industry through

worldwide license with the NUS in 2005, for a technology used in

industry-sponsored

development projects.

NUS Enterprise, the University’s arm that injects an entrepreneurial

ILO also facilitates the exploitation of promising NUS technologies

rapid detection and removal of bacterial toxins. NUS researchers

dimension into the University’s research and educational clusters.

through university spin-offs. In this area, ILO often works with the

discovered a uniquely-derived component within Horseshoe Crabs

NUS Entrepreneurship Centre (NEC), another division under NUS

that exhibits great potency in recognising, binding to, neutralizing

Enterprise, to support promising start-ups.

and removing endotoxins, which are toxins associated with

ILO plays the key role of spearheading IP management within the

gram-negative bacteria.

university, commercialising promising technologies developed in

research

receive expertise and management support, through access to

The license which includes several patents in the US, Europe and

organisations that are looking to set up R&D collaborations as well

business clinics, management guidance and networks. The

Singapore, allowed BioDtech to tap into the large market for

as acquire or license technologies from the university.

companies also receive funding and infrastructure support,

healthcare diagnostics and therapies associated with microbial

National University of Singapore

through access to seed funding or grants, physical space and

infections. The company has since developed a range of products
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assistance in IP, legal, accounting and business advice.

to help detect and remove toxins which are superior to competing

10 Kent Ridge Crescent

products on the market that are based on older technologies.

Singapore 119260

As the biomedical sciences industry is one of Singapore’s key

select companies for evaluation. It also places such information in

economic pillar, NUS through ILO, actively engages companies in

a "technology offer database" on the ILO website.

this growing sector. ILO conducts regular technology showcases,

&

Fax: (65) 6777 6990

and industry. It is the point of contact for companies and other

interested parties. It sends information regarding technologies to

research

Tel: (65) 6516 2987

These start-ups are part of the incubation ecosystem, where they

approach, ILO publicises NUS technologies that are available to

joint

For more information, contact the Industry Liaison Office at:

university labs and facilitating collaborations between the university

As technology transfer through licensing is the most direct

and

Email: iloquery@nus.edu.sg,

NUS spin-off set to put smiles on the faces of
millions

like the annual Technology Commercialisation Forum, to bring
Companies are given the opportunity to evaluate the technologies
26

together leading global players to discuss and debate on trends

Spun off from NUS in 2005, BioMers develops novel polymer
27
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Supporting Infrastructure

for the Medtech Industry

Ascendas is backed by extensive knowledge gained from studies
that it conducted on layout and design requirements at biomedical
research labs around the world. It has been successful in incorporating these elements into their buildings such that new biomedical
sciences companies setting up at the Singapore Science Park
often only need to do minimal fitting work. This “plug-and-play”
infrastructure allows for rapid operation set up and saves medtech
companies time and money.
Aside from the Singapore Science Park, medtech companies have
also set up operations in various industrial parks around
Singapore. These companies are either tenants in a flatted factory
or have their own stand-alone buildings.
The major developer of such industrial properties is the JTC
Corporation, a government statutory board under the Ministry of
Trade and Industry.

Its large portfolio of industrial properties

include four wafer fabrication plants, an advanced display park,
two business parks, a specialist chemical park on Jurong Island,
biomedical parks in Tuas as well as logistics hubs for various
industries.

services to corporate and government clients to help them
establish, develop and run incubators and incubation programs.
Singapore’s industry development infrastructure has contributed
significantly to the success and growth of the local medtech
industry.

Its strengths lie not only in the excellent physical

infrastructure but also the supportive and conducive environment
that it provides to the companies.

Another infrastructure development that is relevant to the medtech
industry is the Biopolis Phase 3. The construction of this phase of

About the Author

The medical technology (“medtech”) sector is an important part of

Apart from floor arrangements, equipment placement and specific

the Biopolis, an integrated biomedical sciences R&D complex,

Singapore’s biomedical sciences industry. Since the launch of the

floor loading requirements in a biomedical environment are also

commenced in April 2008. This will provide an additional 440,000

Ascendas is Asia’s leading developer, manager and

Singapore Biomedical Sciences Initiative in the year 2000,

key considerations. Furthermore, these companies typically look

square feet of space for biomedical sciences R&D activities,

marketer of IT parks, industrial parks, business parks and

Singapore has attracted numerous leading international medtech

for spaces with fairly high ceiling clearance because large ducting

including medical technology research activities, by end 2009.

science parks, high-tech facilities, office and retail space.

companies to its shores and boosted the growth of local medtech

requirements related to their air-handling needs.

sector.

Beyond the “hard” infrastructure support, some of Singapore’s

International Tech Park, Bangalore and Ascendas-Xinsu in

The Singapore Science Park, set up in 1982, is one of the earliest

science and industrial park developers go beyond their developer

Suzhou Industrial Park.

examples of specialised infrastructure development dedicated to

role and provide complete value-added services to its tenants.

Today, the industry accounts for more than S$3 billion in

manufacturing output annually and also provides over 8,000 jobs.

Ascendas’ flagships include Singapore Science Park,

Medtech companies setting up in Singapore are spoilt for choice

supporting the technology industry.

when it comes to finding a location for their operations.

The

developed by Ascendas and is strategically located in the heart of

At Ascendas for example, tenants can tap into its extensive

industry is served by a number of infrastructure developers that

the country’s ‘Technology Corridor’, and close to key research and

international network and industry insights to grow their own

have over the years established various science parks, industrial

tertiary institutions, and national agencies such as the National

business and networks, in and beyond Singapore. Some of these

parks and specialised complexes to support the unique

University of Singapore (NUS), National University Hospital (NUH)

value-added services include venture accelerator services, global

requirements of medtech companies.

and One-North, Singapore’s biomedical sciences R&D hub.

market access, business matching, corporate and financial

The 65-hectare park is

advisory, IP management and technology collaboration. Ascendas
The rich experience that these developers gained from working

It is currently home to more than 380 international companies that

also plays an active role in nurturing the growth of strategic

with major technology companies have allowed them to create

are involved mostly in the technology and R&D fields, including

industries.

more and more sophisticated solutions that allow new companies

Seagate, AT&T, Quintiles, Albany Molecular Research Centre, Fuji

to set up their operations rapidly.

Xerox and TUV SUD PSB.

Some of these companies are

Through its venture accelerator arm, iAxil, it provides total

medtech firms that have leveraged upon the park’s excellent

solutions to help entrepreneurs launch and grow their ventures.

Since the early 80s, Singapore has been supporting the growth of

infrastructure, connectivity and resources to conduct a full range of

Since its inception in 1996, iAxil has incubated more than 250

technology

business, manufacturing and research activities.

start-up companies at the Singapore Science Park, making it one

companies,

including

medtech

companies,

by

of the region’s leading venture accelerator centres. It currently

establishing specialized infrastructure suited to their needs. In
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general, facilities needed by biomedical sciences companies are

Companies setting up in the Singapore Science Park benefit from

houses more than 80 clients in two centres. One of its most

‘research oriented’ with ‘high technology specifications’ that are

the park’s long and successful track record working with major

successful companies is Sinomem Technology Ltd which is listed

completely different from conventional manufacturing facilities.

technology companies.

on the Singapore Stock Exchange. iAxil also provides consultancy
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